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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, it is prohibitive for apps market places, such as Google
App Store, to thoroughly verify an app’s resource permission re-
quests to be legitimate or malicious. As a result, mobile users are
left to decide for themselves whether an app is safe to use or not.
To assist users to make correct decisions as for whether to accept
a permission request or not, we propose RecDroid. RecDroid is
a crowdsourcing recommendation framework that collects apps’
permission requests and users’ responses to those requests, from
which an experts ranking algorithm is used to seek expert users in
the system and a recommendation algorithm is used to suggest ap-
propriate responses to permission requests (accept or reject) based
on experts’ responses. In this demo, we demonstrate a user case
to show how the RecDroid system assists users in permission con-
trol. We also explain the major principles and processes behind that
support the RecDroid recommendation system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In current Android architecture, users are the key to resource

control to applications. Users need to grant all resource access re-
quests before installing and using an app. This type of permission
control mechanism, however, has been proven ineffective to protect
users privacy and resource from malicious apps. Study shows that
more than 70% of smart phone apps request to collect data irrele-
vant to the main function of the app. When installing a new app,
only a small portion (3%) of users pay attention and make correct
answers to permission granting questions, since they tend to rush
through prompted permission request screens to get to use the ap-
plication. In addition, the current Android permission warnings do
not help most users make correct security decisions.

Realizing these shortcomings in the current Android architec-
ture, much efforts have been put towards to address the problems.
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Figure 1: RecDroid Service Overview
In particular, we provide a framework, called RecDroid, to assist
mobile users to control their resource and privacy. First, the frame-
work allows users to use apps without giving all permissions and
receive help from expert users when permission requests appear.
RecDroid allows users to install untrusted apps under a “proba-
tion" mode, while the trusted ones are installed in normal “trusted”
mode. In probation mode, users make real-time resource granting
decisions when apps are running. Second, the framework also facil-
itates a user-help-user environment, where expert users’ decisions
are recommended to inexperienced users. The framework provides
the following functionalities [1, 2]:

• Two app installation modes for apps: trusted mode and pro-
bation mode. In the probation mode, an app requests per-
missions from users at run time to access sensitive resources
(e.g. GPS traces) when the resource is needed. In the trusted
mode, the app is fully trusted and all permissions are granted.

• An architecture to intercept and collect apps’ permission re-
quests and responses, from which recommendations are made
on whether a permission should be granted or not.

• A recommendation system to guide users with permission
granting decisions, by serving users with recommendations
from expert users on the same apps.

• A user-based ranking algorithm to rank security risks of mo-
bile apps.

2. SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTAION
We designed and implemented RecDroid with four major func-

tional components. In particular, RecDroid (1) captures resource
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Figure 2: An example of RecDroid on Line app: (a) probation and trusted installation modes; (b) Users pick which critical resources
to be monitored; (c) Pop-up for permission granting with suggestion from RecDroid and its confidence

access request on the phone and pops up dialogs to interact with
users when such events happen, (2) recommends users with low-
risk responses to permission requests based on expert users’ re-
sponses, (3) collects users’ permission-request responses and re-
ports them to the server, and (4) allows users to configure mon-
itored resources through a management portal. The architecture
overview of RecDroid system is shown in Figure 1. The system
consists of of a thin OS patch and a RecDroid server. The thin OS
patch enables RecDroid to capture local permission requests and
interact with users regarding permission control. It also communi-
cates with the server to report user responses to those permission
request and receive recommended responses from the server.

We implemented the request capturing function of RecDroid by
modifing the permission management component of the Android
OS. We set up a RecDroid server on a desktop to handle data stor-
age and recommendation algorithm. We also created an Android
app named Permission Control Portal for users to monitor and man-
age resource access permissions at fine-grain level.

3. DEMONSTRATION

3.1 User Interaction
The RecDroid supports users with fine-grained permission con-

trol and guided permission decision making with RecDroid recom-
mendation system. We use the app "Line" as an example. The
first screenshot (Figure 2(a)) shows two options on app installa-
tion, probation mode or trusted mode. If a user selects the pro-
bation mode, the application will be added to the list of RecDroid
monitored apps. Otherwise, if the user selects the trusted mode, the
application will be installed with all requested permissions granted.

For the installed apps, users can use the RecDroid’s Permission
Control Portal app to view a list of apps which have been installed
under the probation mode. If a user selects an app in the list, a list
of its requested permissions (Figure 2(b)) will be shown and the
user can select some of them to be monitored resources. By default
all sensitive resources are monitored.

If an app is installed under the probation mode, whenever the
app attempts to access a monitored resource, RecDroid will de-
tect it and the user will be notified through a pop-up dialog (Fig-
ure 2(c)). The RecDroid system provides a recommendation with a
confidence level to assist users to make decisions regarding whether
or not to grant the resource access. If the user select agree, the re-
quested resource will be served; otherwise the access is blocked.

3.2 Experiment Scenario
In our demo, we will show the performance and usability of the

RecDroid system through an interactive process. We will show that
how the RecDroid system discovers expert users and makes low-

risk recommendations to permission requests. In the demo, we will
show the interception design of RecDroid and explain the back-
ground processes that support the functions of RecDroid. We will
show the entire process of RecDroid from installing an app to per-
mission decision making assisted by RecDroid recommendation.

To prepare for the demo, we build a customized Android ROM
(Android 4.3, Jelly Bean) equipped with RecDroid system and in-
stall it on 5 LG Nexus 4 devices. We also install 20 apps including
known Malicious and non Malicious apps. In addition to installed
apps, we have developed some apps with different required permis-
sions and users can install them by themselves under probation or
trusted mode. After setting up the phones, users will work with
the devices. Whenever an installed app requests to get access to a
resource, users will be informed through a pop-up dialog to decide
whether to accept or reject the request.

RecDroid records all responses from users and store them on an
online server hosted by the Computing Center of Virginia Com-
monwealth University. We use the collected responses to identify
the expertise levels of users through our expert seeking algorithm.
After ranking the users, we aggregate the responses to a permission
request from different users using a weighted voting technique to
generate a recommendation on whether to grant the resource access
request. We will demonstrate that the RecDroid recommending
system can generate high quality recommendations to assist users
to protect their security and privacy.

In this demonstration we are planning to show the following as-
pects of the RecDroid system:

Interaction. In this part of the demo, we show the usability of
the system by demonstrating the entire process of the interaction
between RecDroid and users. We also demonstrate how users can
use RecDroid app to configure the system.

Recommendation System. In this part of the demo, we will
show how RecDroid identifies expert users and how it utilizes ex-
pert users to make recommendations.

3.3 Equipmet and Settings
We will bring 1 laptops, 4 mobile phones (Nexus 4) and some

brochure to demonstrate RecDroid. In addition, we ask for a demon-
stration table, a poster board, and an electronic screen (around 31.5inch
and above) for the video demonstration. We also need the WiFi ac-
cess for our Mobile phones to communicate with the server.
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